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QT Museum Wellington Does Wellington Well
Overlooking the harbour and engulfed by vines of vivid ivy, QT Museum Wellington’s walls host a curated
collection of high and lowbrow art, redefining the design-driven Wellington hotel experience from public
spaces, dining and private occasions. Meetings & Events guests can unleash their inner art critic across four
dedicated function spaces and across Hippopotamus, Hot Sauce and Lobby Lounge for curated experiences
and bespoke menus.

QT Museum Wellington’s General Manager, Garth Solly, who has significant experience managing some of
New Zealand’s internationally celebrated boutique luxury lodges, is excited about how well the hotel has
embraced Wellington as a city that celebrates and showcases art and culture.

“Our guests have the pleasure of the creature comforts expected from a five-star property together with a
playground which captures the city – whether it’s our QTique mini-bar offerings and of course our lobby that
moonlights as an art gallery. QT Museum Wellington encompasses everything that is quirky, creative and
luxurious.”

With demand for top quality, well located accommodation rising, QT Museum Wellington is expanding in
typical QT fashion - which is nothing but ordinary. QT Museum Wellington is all about the New Zealand art
scene and is throwing a challenge to the creative community; to create in-room artworks for the wall space
behind the bed heads of 18 new guest rooms.

“Having the opportunity to stay in a room that has been designed and created by a local artist is quite unique
and we think adds a real local experience and designer touch to any meeting or event experience,” says Solly.

Located opposite the national museum, Te Papa Tongarewa and the effervescent Wellington waterfront, QT
Museum Wellington offers a picturesque place for a sophisticated occasions or boardroom blow outs. The
hotel has a range of boutique spaces and bespoke menus for groups of 2 to 200 that will leave an indelible
impression on even the most unimpressionable, from the moment they arrive at QT Museum Wellington.

Plan your next Meeting or Event at QT Museum Wellington:
https://www.qthotelsandresorts.com/wellington/private-events/

-EndsImagery:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/f73dtufznn4stsj/AAAuHkZid6PZhA68b_z1uqtpa?dl=0

About QT Hotels & Resorts:
QT Hotels & Resorts is New Zealand’s only design-led properties playing to the modern traveller’s emotions and desires.
QT is inspired by art, design, fashion, entertainment and architecture, in addition to creating great food and an
environment for play.

QT Museum Wellington is a unique and exciting property delivering the first injection of QT’s signature designer spaces
with bold entertainment and intriguing yet relaxing guest experience. The lobby in QT Museum Wellington moonlights as
an art gallery of contemporary New Zealand pieces with the country’s largest private collection on display.

Newly opened QT Queenstown allows the grandeur and panoramic views of its surroundings and to truly take centre
stage while infusing each room with local pieces that ensure luxurious home comforts.
QT Hotels & Resorts first burst onto the hotel scene with the launch of QT Gold Coast in 2011. The collection of properties
in Australia includes QT Gold Coast, QT Port Douglas, QT Falls Creek, QT Canberra, QT Bondi, QT Melbourne with flagship
QT Sydney.

For further press information on QT Hotels & Resorts head to:
https://www.qthotelsandresorts.com/press-centre/press-releases/
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